
Necromemecon 

the Book of Dead Memes  

as compiled by Prophet Milosh of Zee, from the Great Necromemecon of Infekshun and sayings of Wise 
Zees, in year of Chaos, whenever that was. 

* * * 

Of Necromemecon, as written in the Books of Kaos: 

"It was in the time of turmoil, before or after or while the Eschaton was Immanetized, that the Great 
Sage Infekshun compiled the Necromemecon, to be the Ultimate Book of Memetic Infection. 

And the Great Sage included the memes from this book into his posts to the Zee-list, and lo! the memes 
did spread. 

And Prophet Milosh looked at the Zee-list, and was sad, for many beautiful things were going down the 
drain. 

And contents was not that after which he cried. No, the contents and the usefull parts of Zee were kept 
by all the Zees in their archives, and in the fabled Book of Zee. 

But Prophet saw that the spirit of Zee cannot be found in those archives; the spirit of Zee, which was 
materialized in the sayings of Wise Zees, and memes of the Great Sage Infekshun.  

And so, in effort to keep the spirit of Zee in document, and preserve it for the Dark Ages when Zee is no 
more, or Light Ages when Zee shall rule, he thus compiled the second Necromemecon.  

Which is the Book of Dead Memes of the Zee, and in which the Spirit of The Zee resides. Io Zee! Io 
KAOS!" 

* * * 

Thus, Necromemecon begins: 

1: "They are all fucked up, they're trapped by thinking. 
Silly people, to be trapped by thinking." 

2: There is more than one way to skin a cat! 

3: i've been wearing a top hat and tails, but then i'm a *magician*! 

4: You can play with power and money, 
You can play with stars and mud, 
Draw the line there if you're able 
But don't you ever play with BLOOD! 



5: Personally, I think sanity is highly overrated. 

6: Kids: Dont fuck around unless youre grounded. 

7: bend it into unclear spaces 
save the eye but loose the sight 
cause in the end does it matter 
if the truth was even right? 

8: "It's all meat from the same bone" 

9: "reason tatters, the forces tear loose from the axis" 

10: "I believe in Homocide" 

11: "word is image-image is virus" 

12: "And I saw three unclean creatures that looked like frogs come out of the Dragons mouth." 
Sometimes they come back - again 

13: I know we hoped you could come out for Halloween, but, hey, you been bilocating again, Man ??  

14: "Before this thread ends I'm going to tell you the NAME of the demon that lives in the rock that you 
crawled out from underneath of." 

15: ALSO TAIT’LZ oV MiSTiK’L iMPORT! WeN YU NO WAI ERIS aND SeT aND LOKI AR 
KoNSiD’RD GADZ oV KoNFYUZhiN YU WiL NO THo PaW’R oV KEYAS! 

16: "Can you show me 
the shine of your Japan 
the sparkle of your china 
can you show me ? 
 
Bodhisattva 
Bodhisattva 
Bodhisattva" 

17: 
Q."What is the name of the fifth sephiroth?" 
A."Percival" 

18: "I could care less if he knows the meaning of life or the secret herbs and 
spices in Kentucky Fried Chicken, if he beats around the bush, it gets 
annoying, quick." 

19: "she comes in colors' 

20: I call em dognuts. But then I'm just a Frog. 

21: "I saw three MORE unclean creatures that looked like frogs come out of the Dragons mouth.' 



22: Sometimes they come back-Again. 

23: DOGMA=AMGOD 

24: "everybodies got something to hide except for me and my monkey" 

25: "dragons ear and Druid sphere 
protects us while the Dworns are here. 
The winds of wrath and the cold of cloth 
shapes the face of the fangs of fear 
Our lives are merely trees of possibilities" 

26: "Black cat sitting on my shoulder 
and I'm glad" 

27: The only people we know who have experimented with this are both dead of leukemia.  

28: Now, run, run, RUN! 

29: "We live 
we die 
but death not end it" 

30: "And the Zee's were judged by what they had done, 
by their works, and by what was written on the Zee-list. 
And then the Zees were cast into the Lake of Fire and Hell, 
to sail upon the Sea of Glass for all eternity" 
-Revalations for a new Millenium- 

31: "When I awoke 
the Dire Wolf 
600 pounds of sin, 
was grinning at my window 
all I said was come on in" 

32: "We'll make good pets" 

33: "the flower is Islam 
the fruit of Abraham 
the thousand stories 
have come round 
to one again" 

34: Its my claim to fame! 

35: "being bent on ruin 
I tried to sell my name 
but all that I got for it 
was one good at flame"  



36: "I'm gonna scare you up and shoot ya 
cuz mr charlie told me so.' 

37: "he dined on a diet of lizards and frogs 
it kept him young all of those years" 

38: "The golden road to unlimited devotion" 

39: "show me something that's built to last" 

40: "if I don't see you no more in this world -I'll see you in the next one, so dont be late"  

41: "On the day that I was born 
my daddy sat down and cried 
I had the mark just as plain as day 
it could not be denied" 

42: "I three more unclean creaturas that looked like frogs come out of the dragons mouth" 
Sometimes they come back -Again! 

43: "Whats the point in calling shots if the cue ain't straight in line? 
The cueballs made out of styrafoam and no ones got the time." 

44: 
"... i will be right and i will be wrong, they are equals. i will not be wasting time in indecision. like 
goethe says "whatever you can do or dream you can, Begin it. Boldness has genius, power and magic in 
it. BEGIN IT NOW" this is so true for me. when i can transcend the pain and still act, when i say hi to 
someone rather than waiting, these things spin the universe's will. i have read somewhere that intent is 
the food of the cosmos. exercise intent, it doesn't have to be pure intent at first, starting out trying to hit 
the bullseye is best begun by shooting the gun. if you miss, there are always more bullets, the direction 
of this world will ensure that. ... there is a switch inside of me that i flip, i throw this switch by acting. 
often my actions are somewhat ill informed and harmful in some ways, but just as often my actions are 
quite rewarding, and beautiful. there is no way to feel one without the other. they are both life. 
 
"alot of times my thoughts lead me to a point where i am consciously saying i don't give a fuck. in the 
face of monstrous pain, i will force myself to act, telling myself i don't give a fuck. in truth i do, i really 
give a fuck, but i know that i am not the shallow pains that wrack my emotions, i know i am something 
more, something that can feel all these things, someone who can be all or none of these things, and ever 
more than i can imagine....." 

45: Great big chariot swing down low 
Only 99 Zee's have a chance to go. 

46: "This time I saw the great and terrible beasts head. It appeared to be that of a large dog" -New 
Revelations-Revised Edition 

47: A sigil is a "magical implement". So is a thought form. So is a name. 

48: The curse that is not welcomed returns to the giver. 



49: Btw, I when I woke up from my afternoon nap, I thought I heard that "the Tao fell". How can the 
Tao fall? 

50: "My Horse says 'Kitty Kitty Kitty', fuck my horse!" 

51: "Just like New York City.... 
Just like Jericho... 
Pace the halls 
Climb the walls 
and get out when they blow" 

52: What in the name of Great Lobster Man From Mars, Lord And Master Of Irrational Mind and 
Supreme God Of Those Who Drink Large Quantities Of Tequila And Beer In Combination, is Cracker 
Jack? 

53: If magick didn't work, why are all these very intelligent people dicking around? 

54: "The loa are the Mafia" 

55: "The way of heaven is a purpose-anterior to and not induced by thought... 
Desire, other than by the act shall in no wise obtain: Therefore 
believe SYMBOLICALLY or with caution." 

56: I wish you were here to see it.' 

57: "rat in a drain ditch....caught on a limb, 
you know better but I know him" 

58: "Paradise waits 
on the crest of a wave 
her angels in flame. 
She has no pain, 
like a child she is pure 
she is not to blame" 

59: "ask the snail beneath the stone 
ask the stone beneath the wall 
are there any stars at all? 
like and eagle in the sky 
tell me if the air is strong" 

60: "come on without 
come on within 
you've not seen nothing 
like the Mighty Quinn" 

61: your friendly stream ecologist 

62: You might want to put on a raincoat. 



63: "galactic play 
belted radiance 
lethal spectrum 
relentless diamond eye 
jeweled indifference 
wheres home? 
jeweled indifference 
where am I? 
I want ..... 
to 
go back....." 

64: "The word of the law is FUCK!" 

65: "someday this war's gonna end" 

66: 
.....OMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

67: "don't ease me in" 

68: Manson=Son of Man= Shiva=Dionysus=Jim Morrison+Charles Martel=Charlmagne= Charlie the 
Tuna= Charlie Viet Cong= Charlie Chan=Charlie Brown etc. 

69: "she's well acquainted 
with the clutch of the velvet gland 
like a wizard 
on Windowpane" 

70: Does this mean we're supposed to call you "Rambo" now? 
Howa bout Ram Bo Peep? 

71: no quarter asked, none given, 
"You drew first blood" 

72: 'But where is the child who played with the SUNSHINES, 
and chased the cloudshapes to the regions of MIND?' 
Pop! Goes the Weasel! 

73: "the box was cut open and found to be clay- 
the hope of the future served up on a tray. 

74: *screams in frustration* 

75: Bin gespannt wer das richtig übersetzen kann. 

76: Bloody think the think you can not do 

77: "Here"'s a tale of the Great RumRunners, 
ships that sailed the velvet harbor, 



crews that broke their jugs 
and poured their blood 
like flowing Rum upon the sand" 

78: dengue rising 
mars in ebola 
venus in HIV 
mercury in anthrax 
saturn in VX etc. 

79: "throw back the little ones - pan fry the big ones, 
use tact poise and reason, but always dis-ease them" 

80: But then again, who am I. One of the strangest relationship issues I  
have concerns dick size. I guess everyone but me has a 11 inch dick.  
But the wierd part is that I can't remember the time I met a woman and  
properly bedded her and had a complaint. 

81: One hundred and fifty six = 49! 

82: "Seven stars around her head 
seven lamps and seven lampstands" 
'Babalon ain't got no pantyline' 

83: eighty six = 0 
forty three = 0 
forty five = 0 
fifty four =0 

84: "I feel like Jonah in the belly of a Whale" 

85: "psyche soap - psyche soap 
a chaosorcers ride. 
Psyche soap is the only soap 
that makes you clean inside" 

86: "all that we see and hear is but a meme within a meme" 

87: "They (the zee list) have the half............;.. 
unite by thine art so that all disappear" 

88: "Six Hundred and Sixty Six = 0 
Will =0 
Cosmos= 0 
Om = 0 
Hum= 0 
one= 8 
Zero+Zero = 2 
Synchronicity = 0" 



89: Carnival on 11.11. at 11 o'clock? 
Sounds like my kind of party, 

90: "call up waiting for a windy day, 
kite on ice since the first of February. 
Mama keeps saying that the wind might blow, 
but standing here 
I say: 
I just don't know" 
Cosmic Charlie 

91: Please send me the cat's drugs. 

92: 
BY ALL THE POWERS OF LIFE,WHY ARE WE CUTTING DOWN FORESTS FOR TOILET 
PAPER?-  
JUST REMEMBER  
THERE WAS ONCE LUSH RAINFORESTS IN EGYPT 

93: "Happiness is a warm drum" 

94: Some of these Angels have the face of God and some of them the face of dogs.......and sixsixsix....it 
makes us sick..we're sicksicksick of 666....... 

95: I would like a smiley face chaostar. 

96: "there's someone in my head but it's not me" 

97: "And I saw a great war in heaven. The Dragon opened its mouth and 
spit forth Psionic venom that defiled the Body of Christ" 
Sometimes They Come Back-Again! 

98: 
acid to acid 
rush to rush 
hashish to hashish 
puff to puff 
lashes to lashes 
fluff to fluff 
flashes to flashes 
crush to crush 
bashes to bashes 
mush to mush 
gnashes to gnashes 
hush to hush 
smashes to smashes 
blush to blush 
asses to asses 
flush to flush 



99: Amen = nemA.  

100: "bird of paradise fly 
in bright sky 
blues for allah 
n'shallah" 

101: "the flower of Islam 
ther fruit of Abraham 
the thousand stories 
have come round 
to one again" 

102: "you may be a clown in the burying ground, 
or just another pretty face" 

103: 
"Gotta virus in Hell 
got my name on the door 
every day i get sicker- 
a little bit more. 
 
Gotta Virus in heaven 
but just lesions it brings 
for all you Heimer's and Jewdah's 
while I'm pulling your strings" 
 
Will = 0 
Jupiter in Bubonic 
Pluto in Malaria 
UrAINus in UrAINus oph 
and UrAINus Soph Aur 

104: Smart folk, these zees, but we knew that. 

105: I think I'm going to vomit. 

106:"I dont want 
to talk to you 
I just want 
to do you some harm 
I just wanna coopt this 
host organism 
on this here 
people farm" 

107: 
"Gone are the days we stopped to decide 
where we should go we just fly, 
 



Gone are the broken eyes 
we saw through 
in dreams 
 
gone both 
dream 
and lie" 
 
crazy fingers 

108:  
"and all the children learning 
from books that they were burning 
and every leaf was turning 
to watch him die 
you know he had to die" 
 
Anthem of the Sun-Cryptical Envelopment 

109:  
sometimes i wonder 
whats going 
on 
 
I lie awake 
until the 
dawn 
 
the wind blows 
through the trees 
 
The rain falls 
from out of the sky 
 
I need to know 
the reason why 

110: That's 'cause black magicians are a lot like flashlights, and just start sucking up all the available 
Dark when you turn them on. 

111: Well, first they have to have minds. 

112: 
"Spanish lady comes to me 
and lays on me this road 
with rainbow spirals around and round 
to tremble and explode 
Dusty smokin crater of my mind 
I'd like to blow away 
but the heat came round 
and busted me 



for smiling on a cloudy day 
 
and when the day 
had ended 
with rainbow colours 
blended 
his mind remainded 
unbended 
he had to die 
you know he had to die 
you know he had to die 
WELL YOU KNOW HE HAD TO DIE" 
 
its a beautiful day 
looks like the moons in CANCER! 
 
and mercury in schizophrenia.... 

113: Ah the play of words upon the undead. IT is a splendid thing; to know that my blood is nothing to 
you. 

114: Oh boy or boy a verbal masturbation fetishist. 

115: "The center is missing" 

116: Mercury on LSD 
Moon in Cancer 
Maya in Retrograde 

117: 
Temple of Angry Zen archers 

118: 
"Yea though I walk through the Valley of the shadow of Z, I will 
fear neither hook nor bait, for my wrongs and rites 
will comfort me and restoreth my meme pool and unfurl 
my black leather wings." 

119: Dreaded Swamp Ague Rising 
Mars in Whooping Cough 
Mercury in Hanta Virus 
Biosphere in Retrograde 

120: Toxic Waste levels Rising 
Mercury in Cougar 
Saturn in Ford Taurus 
Vulture + Kia = 0 

121: "I am divided for KIA's sake, for the chance of dust, wind and rain" 



122: You are truly the LOGOS, ejaculating the word of the Aeon Past Believing. 

123: "The spirit of the Psilocybenn pill is the blotter paper" 

124: "a christian spyplane overhead, 
but I would not confess" 

125: "I'd rather have beautiful babies than beautiful visions" 
just another visionarily challenged person on the "Euthenasia List". 

126: "help I'm a rock" 

127: "yours in high vissicitudes" 

128: everything is poison, nothing is poison...... 

129: i was only ever called a genius by a buncha fuckin' idiots! 

130: Wow. In my nekkid dreams, nobody but me ever notices!  

131: Bewitched, bothered and bewildered. 

132: Ha ha, ho ho, and hee he! 

133: Heigh ho, Silver, away! 

134: DO...THINK...YOU...CAN...DO 

135: I like poisons that make you insane rather than just killing you outright. 

136: YHVH, SO IT IS DONE!....... 

137: Twins=HPK&RHK=Sword=Star Ruby=Sh=Fire=lightening down the pillar of Severity.Aum Ha 

138: Oh, Really? 

139: Will to power, lust of result, beggars at the banquet? Enlightened Ones? 
Those who know Ordeal X, NOX. Night of Pan, see no such beings in their shadows. 

140: MY ! PEOPLE COME AND GO SO QUICKLY, HERE ! 

141: White Rabbit - Grace Slick & The Jefferson Airplane 

142: The bald man in my mirror. 

143: Damn, I love this day! 

144: am i here? 



145: Ah, he isn't ALL that intimidating, unless he has a jar of Goanese Death  
Sauce in one hand and a spoon in the other... 

146: And the Rat finds you righteous as well... 

147: In retrospect, I kinda like it, but it sucked at the time. 

148: frogs taste good. 

149: i missed that brainstorm, but i would be interested in playing along. 

150: Yup -- that's true too 

151: *purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr* 

152: I *want* one... 

153: Invoke Often! 

154: I think it uses me... 

155: I don't sit on babies. 

156: This brings back memories. 

157: Unwilling consumer of ammunition. 

158: Try invoking them. They might come back. 

159: Now go swimming at a pool, it gets even better. 

160: Laughing so hard the kids are hiding ... 

161: Hey! I'm perfect! 

162: Now now, real magicians always have a sense of the comic. How else can they survive being 
surrounded by the idiot normals. 

163: Actually, it's the proportion of vodka to orange juice that really matters. 

164: But I use magick to make life interesting. 

165: This is what happens when you take advice from the Heretic. 

166: There is no "I" in the beholder 

167: *shudder* 

168: Hmmm....  



169: Dunno, any thoughts? 

170: The Flaming Twinkie which rides upon the Hairy Doughnut of Existence 

171: "When you can't baffle them with brilliance, befuddle them with bullshit." - Anonymous 

172: Boogity Floogity, Bagwan Guru-gitty... 

173: This is INTERESTING stuff. 

174: I am capable of the best llama impression any human being can give. 

175: Some of my closest friends have no idea I'm a magician; they think I'm reasonably normal. 

176: 
Hmmmmm, cackle cackle, hee hee hee. Like I said, I was reciting Double Double Toil and Trouble, Fire 
burn and Cauldron bubble, and if I'd had the original Mussorgsky Night On Bald Mountain, I'd have 
played that. Oooh boy! I felt like a Real Witch, stirring this nasty mess. Ooga booga, hocus pocus, 
mumbo jumbo, abracadabra!!!!! Whoop whoop whoop!! 

177: Mother used to say perfectly awful. 

178: "It's like The Book of Revelations - only funnier." 

179: "And I saw two unclean bugs come out of the Dragons mouth that were swallowed up by a terrible 
looking frog" 
Sometimes they come back-Again! 

180: O 

181: Actually, that happens to me too. 

182: Fear not, I am not yet a greyface.  

183: i commentary 1st part 1st 

184: You are almost as cool as me! 

185: Stupid reasoning....no offense however. 

186: *cough cough* *choke* 

187: HAHAHA! How true, how true. 

188: 
fuck. problem creating/solving on a zee list which is probably already in spasms at that very thought. 
this is beyond conception engineering. what was that someone said about infinitely convoluting realities 
or some such? Thanks! Scary, but much better than realities in finite convolutions. Whoever thought this 
up and the other who encouraged onlist majick better pull out your chaoswhatevertheywere and keep me 
from being scathed alive because i can feel this taking strong shape even as i sit here trying to wait and i 



cant. oh man this caused so much fucking problems before and i don't give a shit i 
can'tstopyoucantkeepmerootedintthegroundnofuckingassholeintheworldcanstopmefromwhatican/willdosaythanks 
andtrytoputmetouseinsteadofgettingsopissedyouareluckyicouldtakemymajiksomewhereelseandiwontyouarestuckwithit 
andyouareblessedandiknowinfeknoworsecuresethananunaskedforblessingbutthisisacalculatedblessingthatwillserveyoua 
mazinglywellanditstoolatetostopitanyway the bar or something has broken ground and the cover charge 
is nakedness. stripping or dumping or dropping or unleashing or unloading. the cover charge is a blank 
so that a cover will take. and i am weak and shaky and have to stop now 

189: 
Place a paper bag over your head... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
....and light it! 

190: Waste? I think not... 

191: I was referring to spiritual perfection, of course. 
After all, even the Buddha had a tummy. 

192: Us three! 

193: YAAAAAAAAAYYY!!!! 

194: in a quirk probably only i could manage, i came up with "ego/will=the hunt for the easy way-> 
human" and "*self*/Will=expansion->god" with ego=common/mediocre and god=essence/quality 

195: 
THE CAFFEINATED CROSS 
 
Stand, facing east, holding your coffee cup, filled with the mystical 
brew, in your power hand, and assume a posture of wakeful alertness. 
 
Bring your coffee cup to your forehead and intone: 
"LATTE" 
Lower your coffee cup to the vicinity of your navel: 
"MOCHA" 
Bring your coffee cup to your left shoulder: 
"CAPPUCHINO" 
Bring it across to your right shoulder: 



"FRAPPUCHINO" 
Clasp your coffee cup in both hands over your heart chakra: 
"ARABICA, OH MAN!" 
 
Extend your arms to the sides, and intone: 
"BEFORE ME, MRS. OLSON" 
"BEHIND ME, JUAN VALDEZ" 
"AT MY RIGHT HAND, M J B" 
"AT MY LEFT HAND, THE BROTHERS HILLS" 
"FOR ABOUT ME SWIRLS THE COFFEE AROMA" 
"WITHIN ME SINGS THE CAFFEINE HIGH"  
 
Drink the coffee, in communion with the spirits of the Sacred 
Coffee Bean. This last step may be usefully repeated as long 
as you like. 

196: And here I thought is the fact that my nose glows in the dark. 

197: Ooh! Ohh! Us! 

198: "Do What You Do shall be the Hole in Your Shoe." 

199: Sheesh...the lengths us *chaotes* will go to. 

200: This is almost as effective as Ye Olde Chicken Rite wherein you put a sigil in the chickens mouth 
just before you axe its head off. 

201: Now that is a scary thought indeed. 

202: And for only $19.95 you too can have the secrets of the great magickians. And if you act NOW, I 
will throw in the secret to life, the universe and everything. 

203: What the heck is it? Some derivative of ubby-dubby? 

204: Abolish all doubt, blot out all wavering, 

205: No. You are there.  

206: It's such an interesting subject, the whole thing. 

207: I'm not sure exactly what i am asking about here, but is there literature available on sex without the 
physical part of it? 

208: Icelandic Voodoo banishing rite? 

209: BAWWWWW!!!! BOO HOO!!! 

210: What do you-all do? How do you-all get to see stuff? 

211: And just what is a "genius"? 



212: ALL CATS ARE LIARS. 

213: 
>  
> >>>>> Troll. 
> >>> 
> >>>>> Dragon 
> >>> 
> >>>>Ogre. :) 
> >>> 
> >>>Amused ! 
> >>> 
> >>Very Confused :) 
> >> 
> >Befuddled 
> > 
> Muddled 
 
Cuddled? 

214: 
Telepathic Alien Zeemitters 

215: Whoop whoop whoop!  

216: May I ask how you did that? 

217: <evil laughter:> HAHAHAHAHAHA!!! 

218: 
Come on Barbie Lets go party 
ah ah ahh yeah 
Come on Barbie lets go party 
ooh whoah ooh, ooh whoah ooh 
 
It`s fantastic, to be made ov plastic, 

219: 
we use the qabala. 
 
Sure I use it to wipe my ass after taking a really messy shit. 
 
I fold the toilet paper and intone each of the sephiroth 
using each folded piece as I move from Malkuth to  
Kether. By the time I reach Kether my ass is really  
clean. I don't go on to Ain, Ain Soph, and Ain Soph 
Aur because I'm afraid I'll flush myself down the  
toilet along with the turds. 
 
This is a really good way to learn the sephiroth. 



If you wipe in different directions with different 
fold of the toilet paper you could probably learn  
all the paths, too. 
 
Does this help? 

220: Thingies! Scientific thingies! I demand scientific thingies! 

221: First of all, lemme sayt that when I rant, I dont consider all the angles, so in order to "explain" a 
sentence, i usually have to instigate another rant. 

222: I sometimes write fine music while driving. 

223: Sniffle, boo hoo 

224: Ok, how much did you drink before you wrote this? 

225: Hell is always within us, always has been. C'est la guerre. 

226: Simple enough. 

227: What power it must have...but where is it? 

228: yes, that is it exactly. 

229: just meanderings 

230: I have a stick too! 

231: can I have a clone too? 

232: If your Will couldn't be paradoxical, multithreaded or self-contradictory, think of all the fun you'd 
miss. 

233: I AM THE WORD OF THE LAW, PIG! 

234: My babysitter is what I got when I was not careful what I asked for. 

235: Thank you for the prizes! 

236: dreams are the only reality  

237: 
"You gonna eat that lobster?" 
"Yeah, but I'll give you six for two shits and a stick." 
"Well, all I've got is a sack of clams." 
"Okay, but I'll have to charge you three extra for half the carafe." 
"Done." 

238: Mee too 



239: "Take Two - They're Small!" 

240: What the hell am I? Chopped Zee? 

241: The children want Supplickation to become a tradition... 

242: Is there a Doctor of the Universe in the house???  

243: Nothing is True, EVERYTHING MUST GO!! 

244: I have compassion, but no sympathy. 

245: 
I am the force between weakness and might 
I am the space between fire and light 
I am the moment between day and night 
I am the grey between black and white 

246: apalizage xiqual! 

247: jus thoth i'd let ya know. 

248: Baby you know who you are! 

249: I hate to advocate drugs, alcohol, violence, or insanity to anyone, but they've always worked for 
me. 

250: "Ignorance is not bliss-it is oblivion. Determined ignorance is the hastiest kind of oblivion." 

251: "The only prevalent characteristic of chaotes is their ability to confuse you beyond all hope of 
rescue." 

252: A mind is like a parachute; it can work only when open. 

253: 93 93/93 

254: "There is hopeful symbolism in the fact that flags do not wave in a vacuum." 

255: 
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers 
of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places --Ephesians 6:12 

256: 
"At the quantum level our universe can be seen as an indeterminate place, predictable in a statistical way 
only when you employ large enough numbers. Between that universe and a relatively predictable one 
where the passage of a single planet can be timed to a picosecond, other forces come into play. For the 
in-between universe where we find our daily lives, _that which you believe_ is a dominant force. Your 
beliefs order the unfolding of daily events. If enough of us believe, a new thing can be made to exist. 
Belief structure creates a filter through which chaos is sifted into order." 



257: "It is most uncertain, and in great doubt, That that which exists is not like that which does not exist, 
And that which is perceived is not like that which is not perceived, To accomplish the miracle of the No-
Thing." 

258: "I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from afar, I leave far behind me." 

259: "Spontaneous human combustion! What a stroke of luck!" 

260: "Don't thank me, thank my Head. It thought it up..."  

261: This is a dinner party, but not a particularly polite one. 

262: Never trust a Smiling Demon with a pitcher of ice water. 

263: 
"That is not dead which can eternal lie, 
And with strange aeons even death may die." 

264: "Whatever it is I'm against it."  

265: "Everything that is incomprehensible does not cease to exist." 

266: "Enough phrases and conceit and metaphores. I want burning, burning." 

267: "Now God is gonna kill me for sure." 

268: For Death is Not! Io Kaos, Io, Io, Io! 

269: 
hehehe 
6 6 6 

270: "I've been authorized by the jurisdiction of whatever city this is to punish you in whatever way I 
can think of!" 

271: "Mom always used to say: If life gives you poop... make poop-juice." 

272: "Die daily!" 

273: "an it harm none, why bother?" 

274: "Logical inconsistancy is the Mr. Bubble I bathe in each and every evening." 

275: Just asking. 

276: Before you can defeat the Dragon, you must first make the Dragon beautiful. 

277: A Goddess speaks first from the heart and when she speaks, she has no fear. She walks this earth in 
rainbow colours knowing she is the Sun. 



278: "Give the People a light, and they'll follow it anywhere." 

279: Please let us know if you have any questions. 

280: If you want to make Eris laugh, make plans. 

281: And at all times, wear a pointy hat. Thats what makes you a wizard. 

282:"sixteen eschatons and what do you get?" 

283: 
I always imagined three oranges 
sitting there, 
you know how oranges they can 
get, 
so mightily orange. 

284:"Why Nancy - who's that ugly dwarf with his hand in your mouth?" 

285:Same sides there always are, "Us" and "Them". 

286: 
When the moon is in Ford Taurus 
and Jupiter aligns with Mars candy bars 
then memes will guide the panic 
and Z will infect the stars 
This is the dawning of the Immanetization of the Eschaton 
Immanetization of the Eschaton 
The Eschaton !! 

287: Chaos magick is the art and science of causing Will to occur in conformity with Change. 

288:I dont think your Eschaton is my Eschaton, mate. 

289:Boogety, boogety, flatus, floogity... 

290: "and there were memetic wars and rumors of memetic wars" 

291: "The needs of Zee outweigh the needs of life in general and human life in particular" 

292: 
Let me tell ya bout 
the birds and the bees 
and the words of the Zees 
and the dogma up above 
and a thing called Self-Love. 

293: 
When I look into your big ego 
it's so very plain to see 



it's time you learned 
about the facts of Chaos 
starting from A to Zee! 

294: "I am the meta meme and thou shall have no other memes before me" 

295: In the end, where it leads you is what counts, and it doesn't make a rats ass if it doesn't cause 
change.  

296: If your God's dead, try mine.... 

297: 
"in the midst of yin is  
the smaller part of yang  
and when it  
happens  
you know.... 
 
the dawn comes" 

298: "Would you like to see my collection of off-color Italian hand-gestures?" 

299: "When asked why she had not washed her car for years, she would often reply that her job was 
washing souls and burning karma; not washing cars. Or was that washing karma and burning souls?" 

300: Hedonism + Knowledge + A Really Big Stick = Power + Experience 

301:  
FEAR THE GOTHIC PAGANS,  
FOR THEY HAVE BLACK AND WHITE MAKE UP 
AND A REALLY KEWL COLLECTION OF MARILYN MANSON RECORDS 
AND HAVE SEEN THE CRAFT 13 TIMES 
FEAR THEM! 
FEAR THEM! 

302: I've always been good at "sucking up" energy to the point of a "high".  I can summon up a large 
amount of it pretty damn quickly.  However, once I have it, I don't really know what to do with it.   

303:  
"I hope I'm not 
too messianic 
or a trifle 
too satanic" 

304: 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
unghh... oh yes... YOWZAH 
THAT BEING SAID... 

305: Just be careful which entities you provoke after you invoke, you may just have to evoke something 



else to revoke it back to where it came from. 

306:"babalon aint got no pantyline" 

307: 
gettin nothin but static 
gettin nothin but static 
static in my attic 
on channel Zee 

308: 
Vampires - energy stealers, usually 18-year old thelemites who insist on discussing the intricacies of EQ 
at the Thelemic Symposium disco when you're trying to cop off with a TOPY chick.  

309: 
My life, i can handle... My head.... BEGONE !!!!  

310: 
Ellegua says: "Have a nice day"  

311: 
Like Mad Dog said, "Mints for everyone".  

312: 
You will excuse my lack of civility, if not, I no longer care.  

313: 
Praise the Godz and pass the pudd'in.  

314: 
How fast are things getting through now? Faster than a summer in retrospect.  

315: 
Nine words the Eclectic Rede attest: Steal what works. Fix what's broke. Fake the rest.  

316: 
GRUNNIT PORCELLUS  

317: 
"The work of the image, and the potion and the charm, the work of the spider and the snake, and the 
little flames that burn in your heart;this is my work."  

318: 
"My body is a temple. Now get on your knees and pray."  

319: 
Practice Safe Aeonics. Wear an Amulet of your own making...  

320: 
"Dear Miss Hoover...You have lyme disease. We miss you. Kevin's biting me. Come back soon. Here's a 



picture of a spirochete."  

321: 
today i had to pick up a delivery of computer thing 
and i got a new cardboard box! 
Not having taken enough cash out to play i 
ended up walking from one end of the town 
to the other carrying my new cardboard box.  

322: 
(now you see me,                   )  

323: 
Postea sententia melior legero  

Aleph-null: For then it becomes Chaos... 

  


